
Picture description  

To start a monologue..  

 This picture shows.. 

 I m given two pictures to illustrate/ to describe (sport activities/summer holidays…) 

 Today I’m going to talk about…. 

 I’m going to compare two (several) ways of… camping/ going on holidays,  I’m given two 
pictures.. 

 
 

Describing/comparing….. 
 
Locating: 
 in the background/in the foreground…., next to/… 
    There are several (students/ siblings (family members..)… On the other hand, the second 
illustration shows us different situation…… 
 
As the outfit of ______ is quite casual/formal.. it looks that (as if) this person is a 
businessman/housewife….. 
He/She is wearing… 
Judging by the clothes (his her appearance)/ the view of the forest/campsite/hotel….. he/she 
is……  
The people in the first photo/picture are more enjoying themselves than….. 
Both pictures show/are the illustration of …(accommodation types/ personal values 12tokai) 
Conversely, the other/the second…. While/  It seems as though…. 
Relatives smile happily/ excitedly ….. because….   
 People/students/ in the right picture seem as happy as the others on the right. May be 
because they all are enjoying their holidays… 
 

 

Feelings: 
Happy/cheerful /amused by…..       exited by…/inspired/motivated by…    satisfied with            relaxed       
enjoyable      look caring     concerned about smth… calm    involved in (the game/activity) relieved 
 Proud of 
 Warried   tiring         curious             suspicious         bored    confident      jealous    anxious      frightened 
Scared   shy       confused          miserable         exhausted concentrated on…. 
 
 
e.g It seems to me the man in the second picture is more cheerful, may be because selling ice-cream is 
not as tiring as being a waiter. You need to work long-hours….. 
 
Both parents are smiling and there ca be no doubt they are absolutely delighted to have a son  

Speculating 
It’s seems to me…. 
Judging by 
It is possible that…. 
I’d suggest……. 
I’d say…. he is probably a….. 
This ______ must be quite fit and perhaps he enjoys working/ spending time outdoors. 



I would imagine he must be feeling overworked/ stressed…./ …….. as his face expression  is 
not quite happy… 
I can’t tell without seeing…. (his face) but according to his gestures… the man seems tired…../ 
 
 

What do you think? Opinion expressions: I think  
To my mind,  
I strongly believe….. 
Personally, 
Actually my choice would be…… because…/as I’m      
In my opinion, 
I don’t think I could get used to living in such hot place as……. 
I suppose, 
 I feel quite strongly that… 
 I’m not sure, let me think for a minute…. 
It also occurs to me….. 
To go to it a bit further I would say …. 

Synonyms 
I like= I prefer           I’m keen on              interested in…         good at ….. I’m into…. (sports)    
Dancing is certainly my piece of cake   I’m quite a fan of……. 
 

I don’t like= I’m not  as good at(this type of sport) as I could be../ 
 

If I had the opportunity to…… I would certainly ……= If I was given the chance ,I would…… 
 
 

 

 

 

DON’T FORGET 

 TO USE SYNONIMS AND PARAPHRASE  (DO NOT USE THE SAME WORDS) AS IN THE TASK 

SUPPORT YOURSELF WITH THE ARGUMENTS (SAY WHY…..) 

 BEST WISHES, YOUR TEACHER 


